By Bill Peterson
HE WORLD IS A LITTLE BIT LESS
of a rockin' place today.
Keith Richards crystallizes
the point when he insists to
Mick Jagger that the Rolling Stones
ought to stick together and "grow
this music up" as they plunge into
their fifties. It sounds depressingly
like rock'n'roll's last hope and dying
gasp. Listen for Chuck Berry's shuffle
pattern, the very basis of this music,
and it's seldom to be found today
except in some novel tune by a spandex metal band about "rock and
roll." These references are irritating,
because the kids just aren't playing
it anymore. Rock'n'roll is becoming
an old man's music. The last young
man to die for it went down three
weeks ago.
Johnny Thunders, father of the
punk-rock guitar and one of Berry's
last influential progenies, was found
dead in a hotel room in New Orleans
on April 23. He was 38. Authorities
suspect a drug overdose, which,
given Johnny's addictive history,
makes sense without a single clue.
It so happens a syringe was found
in his toilet. Friends say Thunders
tried moving from New York to New
Orleans to break his pattern of drug
dependency. So sad about Johnny,
and so typical. All the places one
might go to beat the monkey off his
back and he picks New Orleans?
Thunders was the embodiment of
all those desires to self-discover and
self-destruct that grip the teenaged
and once made rock a genuine
cathartic thrill. Thunders gave voice
to the sex drive, cheap thrills, misogyny, crude jokes, insults, low life,
vandalism and a guitar sound that
scared the hell out of most people.
Truly an adolescent's man, he expressed a triumphant, but by no
means righteous, mocking of established values, flavored richly with
more than a hint of irresponsibility.
One did not listen to Thunders in
anticipation of a better world to
come. His world was one of eternal
recurrence, of amoral integrity, if not
sagacity.
Call me irresponsible: Though
he frequently packed houses in
Europe and Japan, where audiences
who can't get enough about Marilyn
and Elvis or any other American pop
icon correctly perceived him as
American rock'n'roll's living specter,
Thunders never made it so big in
the States because he was just a little
too true to rock'n'roll's reckless imperatives. He couldn't be depended
upon to show up at a given place at
a given time in any kind of condition
to perform. Not that his music was
inaccessible, but he proved time
after time to be unmanageable.
It was, after all, rock's original sin
that Elvis stopped doing "Hound
Dog" and postured himself, at the
whip of his management, as a multimedia pop idol in a string of cheesy
films, ruining his credibility with
right-thinking rock fans. The kids
first embraced rock'n'roll because
they liked a music they could throw
into the establishment's face. John-
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Lightning strikes
Johnny Thunders
ny, unlike most other Americans,
never stopped being that kid. Johnny
had no intention of growing this
music up.
As Thunders emerged in the early
70s, rock showed signs of vapid
complacency, dousing the kids with
formula schlock about feelings and
horses with no name. This guitar
wizard with the New York Dolls,
Thunders became something of a
rock'n'roll Jesus, at once living and
dying for the music's sins. Johnny
came into my life as a personal

savior in 1974, because his metalshredding guitar work revealed itself
as my musical refuge and inspiration
to renounce a troubled family life,
an insipid peer-regulated junior-high
society and the dopey ethos of the
tired Midwestern farm town where I
grew up, not to mention the listless
offerings of the radio. Thousands of
others with backgrounds that were
wildly diverse and more or less similar had the same experience with
Thunders, and it was his band, the
Dolls, with a polite nod to The

Stooges, that provided inspiration to
the punk movement, if it can be
called a movement.
The punks, their rhetoric to the
contrary, proved no less susceptible
to the herd instinct than any other
music lifestylers, and, as the '80s
took hold, punk fell to an offshoot
of the very manifestition of herd
morality Nietzsche warned against.
These neo-Nazi skinhead punks deplored hierarchical structures of any
kind, except, in an alarming number
of cases, on grounds of race and
ethnicity. After a while, the music
scene was so proletarian and democratic that you couldn't tell the rock
stars from the rock fans. Everybody
wore black from head to toe, ostensibly as an expression of individuality, but it was really another kind of
conformity.
Thoroughly embraced by the
blackened, unwashed crowds, Thunders never truly joined them. He continued to posture himself as every
bit the rock star, a star by self-definition, no matter what that meant.
A hit-and-miss performer, Thunders
could slog along limply for hours before tearing off-key into two- and
three-minute surges of slipping and
grinding rock mastery that could
make the whole time worthwhile.
Thunders and the audience always
knew they were going to have to wait
it out for truly memorable rewards.
He continued to play in the mold
of '50s Berry, '60s Richards and 70s
Thunders, with the exception of a
few hilariously light-weight offerings
that could be passed off either as
some heroin-related toxic psychosis
or a misguided urge to settle down.
Johnny began to show these signs
in recent years, his shows delving
too heavily into doo-wop, girl-group
standards and Leslie Gore covers. It
would have gone over big in Las
Vegas.
Classic set: But in late November
last year, Thunders reunited at the
Marquis in New York with, quite arguably, his greatest band, The Heartbreakers, and played a rock show
for the ages. After years of attending
Thunders shows in which this drugdazed legend was more drug-dazed
than legendary, he put together the
show I had been waiting for, blitzing
through the litany of classics such
as "Personality Crisis," 'Too Much
Junkie Business," "Can't Keep My
Eyes On You," "Chinese Rocks," and
too many others to mention.
It was the last I ever saw of Johnny,
and it was, mercifully, the best. As
I've grown older and passed through
a few more stages of life, Johnny's
example has illuminated countless
situations, if not always in the most
mature manner. I've never been able
to entirely figure out why, unless it's
just that I've never been willing or
able to relinquish the optimism and
excitement his guitar sound brought
me when I really needed a reason
to look ahead. Perhaps it's because
I'm endlessly mystified that such a
nihilistic figure is the source of such
inspiration in my life. The puzzle is
never solved.
I can't figure out if Johnny is a
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comic hero or a tragic one. I often
have found him to be both at the
same time. For pure entertainment
value, you couldn't top Thunders at
his most laughably pathetic. I always
spotted a good bit of Dean Martin in
his stage persona, a fashionably
wasted stage demon who gave us a
choice between laughing and crying
at our inebriated selves. Once Thunders was to appear at a record store
and sign autographs. Classically, he
showed up, late, vomited on the front
steps and passed out. Nobody was
disappointed.
As often as Johnny took methadone treatments and tried to kick
his various chemical dependencies,
he seemed willfully bent on death as
the outcome and resume of his life.
It was as if he had a goal to die a
little bit every day and, while he was
younger, this brought him to some
impressive moments of creativity.
But it also created a legend to which
he was to fall victim. In Nina Antonia's Thunders biography In Cold
Blood, she tells of a night he stepped
on stage and said, "Okay, you got it,
I'm gonna die tonight. I'm gonna die
up here." The audience cheered.
Johnny, we hardly knew ya:
There have been nights when Thunders was so drunk on stage he
couldn't tune his guitar. He'd bring
a woman on stage and dance with
her, not like a ditzy Springsteen in
his "Dancing in the Dark" video, but
so bombed and disinterested that
Thunders and his mate would trip
and fall over his stage monitor.
Sometimes there were fights with the
audience. Johnny would insult the
audience. The audience would insult
him back. The audience was never
safe. Neither was Johnny.
Johnny never offered any apologies for his erratic behaviour, and
none were expected. He was one of
the few in this world who walked his
talk, even though, in his case, that
might not be much of an accolade.
He once said, in his highest moral
tone, "I don't advocate drugs for anyone else, only for myself." He was
comic, because the audience admired the very man it laughed at, a
performer the audience felt above
but also a hero because he did not
pretend to one set of values while
living another, an individual who reminded the audience that to not be
such, to live by the usual normative
standards without originality or
creativity, was a lunacy all its own.
But the audience also suffered with
Thunders through its admiration,
though Thunders, tragically and
perhaps shamelessly, seemed in an
offhanded way to not regard this as
suffering at all.
The comic tragedy of Johnny's life
is over now, but he is, to me, immortal and unforgettable. Fortunately,
the records remain to sound the
guitar, beckon the memory and evoke
the attitude, but they seem just a
little less real with his passing. The
show is over. I loved Johnny dearly,
and I'll miss him. I suppose, though,
that's part of growing up.
[•]
Bill Peterson is a writer living in Cincinnati.
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"barring unforeseen events or policy changes,
the future status of black Americans will continue to stagnate and decline, with tragic conContinued from page 13
rowly targeted to minorities does not auto- sequences for blacks and for American socimatically make one a racist. The white Amer- ety." By de-emphasizing the racial aspect of
icans I have in mind are those who could be black Americans' plight, Wilson is accused of
potential members in a progressive politi- helping this country postpone yet again the
cal coalition to fight inequality, especially inevitable confrontation with the legacy of
if the coalition's policy agenda would reflect its racist history. Wilson, however, is more
not only the important concerns and inter- concerned with providing resources to the
ests of racial minorities but the real interests disadvantaged than with achieving some
and concerns of these non-minorities as abstract sense, of social justice.
well."
But as Afrocentricists argue, AfricanWilson's argument is tactical as well as Americans are in greater need of cultural
strategic: not only do race-specific programs reassurance, having been socialized in a culneedlessly alienate potential coalition ture that routinely devalued their humanity.
partners but they are ineffective as well. Because of this unique debilitation, blacks
"Neither the policies based on the principle are driven to develop cultural connections
of equality of individual opportunity nor to ancestral sources of identity that can
policies that call for preferential group treat- offset society's Eurocentric prejudices.
Inflamed and energized by politicians' crass
ment, such as affirmative action, will do
much for less-advantaged blacks because of exploitation of the race issue, Americans
the combined effects of past discrimination have become rigidly polarized into competand current structural changes in the econ- ing camps. One side, the majority, disagrees
omy," Wilson contends. "Now, more than ever, with the values embodied by affirmative acwe need broader solutions than those we tion or multicultural education, and the
other, beleaguered and outnumbered, clings
have used in the past."
Wilson's critics argue that his race-neutral tightly to ideas of pluralism and cultural emapproach actually is a costly concession to powerment. The new candor and the old fears
white America's antipathy for affirmative-ac- have provoked a debate that obscures the
tion policies. With so many race-specific issues and creates needless racial atagonisms.
"There never has been greater disagreeproblems afflicting African-Americans, they
argue, it seems illogical to disregard race in ment about whether past discrimination entitles blacks to preference in education or
attempting to address those problems.
A recently released National Academy of hiring," wrote Newsweek in its recent story.
Sciences report, titled A Common Destiny: "An overwhelming majority of whites in NewsBlacks and American Society, seemingly ham- week's poll say 'no' to continued preference;
mers that point home. The report concludes most blacks say "yes."'
Clearly, that kind of polarization leaves little
that "significant discrimination against blacks
room
for pluralism.
n
is still a feature of American society" and

Race and candor

How and Why the American News Media
Are Distorting Current Events—
Unreliable Sources: A Guide to
Detecting Bias in News Media

N
thors of For the Common Good. Also: Earth Day
founder Gaylord Nelson and progressive development writer Rob Kennedy. Sponsored by the Madison Institute. Topics: "Beyond conventional economics and misplaced concreteness," "Economics
and ecology," "A new social economy based on the
individual-in-community," "The new economics and
new age and traditional religious beliefs" and "Are
ecological and social reform linked?" $35 registration, $15 students. Send to: The Eco-Conference, 731
State St. Mall, Madison, WI 53703. Phone: Vern Visick, (608) 257-1039.

•

MEDFORD, MA
•
June 3-8
The Eighth Annual Management and Community
Development Institute will take place June 3-8,1991,
at Tufts University in Medford, Mass. Choose from
47 intensive courses on affordable housing, community economic development, nonprofit management, organizing and professional skills. Courses are
taught by accomplished practitioners and are designed for staff of community-based organizations.
Call for a catalogue at (617) 381-3549. M&CD Institute, Lincoln Filene Center, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155.

•

SARASOTA SPRINGS, NY
•
August 9-16
The International Women's Writing Guild presents
•
TUCSON, AZ
•
"WRITING & HIGHER VALUES II," the 14th Annual
June 6-9
IWWG Summer Conference 1991, at Skidmore Col16th National Conference on Men & Masculinity folege. Although this seven-day conference is the
cuses on "Discovering New Paths • Men Together,
largest in the U.S., the personal attention and quality
Healing the Earth." Sponsored by the National Orof support offered is unsurpassed in empowering
ganization for Men Against Sexism and the Tucson the talents and skills of women writers. This annual
Men's Cooperative. Keynote speakers include Don conference offers rewards and enrichments that
Conway-Long, Mark Thompson of the Advocate and have literally changed the lives of past attendees.
Harry Brod of Kenyon College. Over 100 workshops Nearly 50 workshops are featured explorina a wide
will be presented in topics ranging from Prorange of topics from fiction, non-fiction, poetry, feaFeminism, Gay Affirmative, Mytho-Poetic, Personal ture writing and publishing. Many topics also explore
Growth, Political Action and Multi-Cultural. Cultural the writer's inner journey as well as personal expresentertainment highlights include Michael Kerns, • sion. Several guest speakers are featured. The conRomanovsky & Phillips, Geof Morgan, Anne Feeney ference is open to all women, regardless of profesand Carlos Nakai. For registration information, sional portfolio, and attendees need not be members
please call 1-800-487-6616 or write to M&M 16, P.O. of IWWG. For further information on the IWWG and
Box 41286, Tucson, AZ 85717.
for conference registration, please contact Hannelore Hahn, c/o IWWG, P.O. Box 810, Gracie Station,
•
NEW PALTZ, NY
•
New York, NY 10028, (212) 737-7536.
June 14-16
NORTHAMPTON, MA
•
1991 Quaker Peace Institute. We will explore spiritual •
August
11-17
and practical dimensions of moving toward a world
without war: launching a peace offensive. Speakers, The Center for Popular Economics will hold its 12th
workshops, plenaries, music, worship, childcare. At annual Summer Institute—a six-day residential proState University of New York. Cost: $110; $85 sen- gram designed for social-change activists, organiziors/students. For registration/information, call Dan ers and educators. A three-day Institute on the InterWade, (914) 255-1485, or Nancy First, (914) 666-3524.
national Economy will be held for the first time. No
economics background is necessary. Analysis is
•
MADISON, WI
•
from perspectives of class, race and gender. Fees
June 21-22
are on a sliding scale and scholarships are available.
Forging a New Economics: A Public Conversation Free childcare is provided. For more information,
about Markets, Environment, Community and contact Center for Popular Economics, Box 785,
Human Life with Herman Daly and John Cobb, co-au- Amherst, MA 01004, (413) 545-0743.

'There's no denying
that this book is fun

/umes C. Clui'lt. Newspaper Research Journal

by Martin A. Lee and Norman Solomon
"Unreliable Sources gives a rundown of some of the
most important news stories you didn't hear about over the
past decade...stories that were effectively made unavailable to the average citizen.
'Today, when the media are as big a part of the story as
the story itself, you 're not truly informed unless you're up
on the media as well. This book is an excellent place to
start." —from the Foreword by Edward Asner

"...I loved it."

give,,****"
Dun Btirnctl.
Off Ihe Record

l. Reason
"A fascinating look at the media."
Muluilm \ Forlvs./i.. Fprbcs

"A worthy addition to the library of any student of
American news media, social structure and political science." —Washington Post
"An invaluable service to those convinced that an uncritical approach to the media is more
hazardous than it is comfortable." —Pat Aufderheide, In These Times
"Committed, eloquent writing that plumbs the psychological and political complexities of
mass-mediated experience." —San Francisco Chronicle
"An essential text." —Utne Reader
"A much-needed consumer's guide for people who find the standard news detached from
the events and issues that reflect their needs."
—Ben Bagdikian, author of The Media Monopoly
Martin A. Lee is the publisher of Extra!, the journal of FAIR (Fairness & Accuracy in
Reporting) and author of Acid Dreams: The CIA, LSD and the Sixties Rebellion. Norman
Solomon, a FAIR advisory board member, is co-author of Killing Our Own: The Disaster
of America's Experience with Atomic Radiation.
Hardcover, 320 pages. Illustrated with news photos, headlines and captions. Only $19.95.
© Carol Publishing Group/A Lyle Stuart Book

"Anyone even remotely
interested in the state ol
the nation's Fourth Estate
will find this fat book
marvelous."

"Crisp fascinating essays...
MediaGuide is the stufl ol a
hundred dinner conversations
for news junkies."
Din-id BIW!K.
The Wolf Street Journal

HlTJl SdlWlTtC.

The Sacramento Union

"...fascinating reading, an
irresistible blend of fact
and opinion."
C.R. Gnif. Choice

/

"Briskly self-confident but not
supercilious...provocative and
/
often penetrating comments
/
about many of the nation's top
/
journalists, papers and
magazines."
Jumes D. Atmili-r.
The New York Times'
Book Review

"...indispensable and
addictive."
Brail Miner,
National Review
"A treasure chest of behind-the-scenes
insights, bon mots and informed
analysis on major publications and the
journalists who work on them."
Kfiihj. KV/lv.

Find
out why.
Call 1-800 MEDIA-88
ask for EXT. 205

Magazine Week

To order by Visa or MasterCard, call 1-800-447-BOOK or fill out and return the coupon below.
Please send me your book Unreliable Sources. I enclose $19.95, plus $3 shipping and handling.
(NJ. residents add $ 1.40 sales tax).
Name (please print)_
Street.
City.

.State.

.Zip.

Clip this coupon and mail with your payment to:
©Carol Publishing Group, Dept. IN, 120 Enterprise Avenue, Secaucus, NJ 07094

T

his sixth annual edition of
MediaGuide rates and .
evaluates the broadcast media,
as well as the best 700 reporters
and columnists in the national
press corps. Surveys every
national newspaper and more
than 50 periodicals. Examines
coverage of the year's major
news stories.
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INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Order ihe 1991 MediaGuide for $«>»,«
and we'll send voti the 1990 MediaGuide absoluiel'
Adilress

______________________________

QCharge Qvisa Q MasterCard Card"____________
Ci C'heek Signature ____________ f:\p. f)aie_____
tP.iyahli-10 IVKvonomus !IK '
MAIL TO: I'olyeonomies hie.. S6 Maple Avc.. Monisunvn. \.|. 074oO
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HELP WANTED

NEWS EDITOR. Available in May. Coordinate and edit the work of staff and volunteer reporters covering local, national
and international events of importance
to the lesbian and gay community. Write
news stories as necessary. Participate in
layout and production of paper. Qualifications: Strong writing and editing skills,
ability to work with deadlines, knowledge of lesbian and gay issues. Deadline: June 1,1991. All GCN positions require commitment to lesbian/gay liberation, feminism, anti-racism, an awareness of class issues and collective decisionmaking. Salary/benefits: All positions pay $215/week and include health/
life insurance through Harvard Community Health Plan, sick leave and four
weeks paid vacation. GCN offers staff
members responsibility for their own
jobs, with flexibility and ample room for
innovation. Please send resume and
cover letterto: GCN Job Search Committee, 62 Berkeley St., Boston, MA 02116.
COMMUNITY JOBS, socially responsible job opportunities. Subscribe to the
only monthly nationwide listing covering
peace & justice, civil rights, unions, consumer advocacy, organizing, social work
and more. $2S/one year. Send checks
payable to ACCESS: Networking in the
Public Interest, 50 Beacon St., Boston,
MA 02108, (617)720-5627.
House in the Wood Summer Camp seeks
COUNSELORS to teach five daily activities in one of the following special
areas: canoeing, swimming, nature or
cooperative games. Back up counselor
with daily living activities of eight 7-12
year-olds. Other programming required.
Openings for general cabin counselors
also available. Experience with groups
of ch;i. en and within specialty areas required. Waterfront positions require Red
Cross certification. Season: June 15-August 17, optional to Aug. 30 for additional
100%

•

•

UNION SEEKS NEWSPAPER EDITOR.
Responsibilities include photography,
writing, editing and layout of newspaper,
leaflets, press releases and other publications. Knowledge of Mclntosh and
desktop publishing a plus. Send resume
and references to John Ziv, UFCW Local
342-50,166 E. Jericho Turnpike, Mineola,
NY 11501.

RECYCLED PAPER!

pay. Salary: $950 plus bonus room and
board. 8-day staff training, Red Cross certification classes. Contact: Val Wright, Director, 3300-1 Bay Road, Delevan, Wl
53115, (414)728-2752.
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR—Manage
small, busy research office; help institution grow. Intelligence, excellent organizational skills, computer skills, 5 years
experience (in non-profit preferred).
$28,000-$35,000, benefits competitive;
EEO employer. Resume to: Heidi Hartmann, Director, Institute for Women's
Policy Research, 1400 20th St., NW, Suite
104, Washington, DC 20036.
COMMUNITY ORGANIZER. New Jersey
Citizen Action seeks experienced, selfstarting organizer to work with coalition
affiliates and members for progressive
taxation. Start immediately, benefits,
low-to-mid 20s based on experience.
Send resume to: NJCA, 400 Main St.,
Hackensack, NJ 07601, Attn: Peter.

•

PUBLICATIONS

•

QUEERS! Gay Community News-For
nearly two decades, GCN has been a
national forum for lesbian and gay life
and liberation. GCN provides the kind of
probing, insightful news, analysis and
entertainment coverage that makes it "the
source for up-to-date weekly coverage
of lesbian and gay politics and culture
nationwide." (Richard Burns, Director,
New York Lesbian and Gay Community
Services Center). With articles ranging
from queers in the military to television's
first gay cartoon kiss, there's always
something for everyone, every week! 1
year, $39; 6 months, $25; or for a sample
copy, send $2 (to cover shipping and
handling) to: GCN Subscriptions, 62
Berkeley St., Boston, MA 02116.
NEWSLETTER against adoption abuses,
secrecy. Feminist, progressive. $2 for
sample to: J. Baer, Box 8081, Berkeley,
CA 94707.
CASA NICARAGUENSE DE ESPANOL

• Live with o Nicoroguan family
• Meet with representatives from government
institutions and mass organizations
• Visit cooperatives, community projects and
attend cultural events
• Year-round sessions

CNE

Our HOME PACK contains:
375 napkins
50 envelopes
200 facial tissues
8 rolls toilet paper
50 sheets writing/
4 rolls paper towels
typing paper
I notepad
Only S24.95(+ S4shipping«handling|
FREE CATALOG 800-323-2811
VISVMC accepted

Atlantic
Recycled ]
Paper Co.
P.O. Box 39096 • Baltimore, MD 21212

CNE, P.O. Box 15062
San Diego, CA 92115
(619) 583-5163

The Our Right to Know
Braille Press, Inc.

BERTHA CAPEN REYNOLDS SOCIETY.
Organization of progressive social workers and human-service workers. For information on membership, newsletter
and June 14-16fifth annual institute/conference at Smith in Northampton, MA,
write: B.C.R.S., P.O. Box 20563, New
York, NY 10023.
WANT AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE
PEACE CORPS? Just published, The
Peace Corps and More: 114 Ways to
Work, Study, and Travel in the Third
World. $8.50 ppd. Global Exchange, 2141
Mission St., #202-A, San Francisco, CA
94110.

•

BOOKS

•

"ANARCHIST COOKBOOK"—Available
againl $22, postpaid. Barricade Books,
Box 1401-J, Secaucus, NJ 07096.
A VISION OF WAR. Col. Robert G. Ingersoll's eloquent, humanistic anti-war oration. A masterpiece of its kind. Reprinted
from the original illustrated 1899 edition.
Paper, $4 ppd. Independent Publications,
Box 102, Dept. A, Ridgefield, NJ 07657.
FREETHOUGHT VERSUS RELIGION. A
concise, engrossing, scrupulously re-

Nicaragua speaks for itself
Barricada International,
monthly, bilingual news about
Central America. Sample free!
$35/year;$18/6mo.
Barricada USA-1, PO Box
410150 SF, CA 94141

FORMER
MADISONIANS

searched historical examination of
Theism, from primitive to modern times,
that rips through the sham and pretense
of sectarian hypocrisy. A contemporary
masterpiece! Softcover, $9 ppd. Independent Publications, Box 102, Dept. A,
Ridgefield, NJ 07757.

STUDY SPANISH IN GUATEMALA, (505)
242-3194.
MEXICO. Spanish, Culture, Tours. Escuela Azteca: summer in Cuernavaca.
Live with a Mexican family. Study with
Professor Ross Gandy (Marx and History, Mexican Revolution). Spanish all
levels, visual aids. Aztecs, Mayas, Juarez,
Mexican Revolution. Tours of pyramids,
revolutionary murals. $190 for each two
weeks. For brochure, write or call: Escuela Azteca, Apdo. Postal 76-005,
Mexico, D.F. C.P. 04201. (73) 15-24-69.

WO CANDY, NO FLOWERS by Carl Shapiro. Award-winning 1984 novel about
the liberated lifestyles of columnists who
work for a Manhattan-based national
magazine. This provocative and meaningful novel prompted a New York Times
writer to call the author "a writer people
love to steal from." Softcover, 158 pp.,
$8.50 ppd. Independent Publications,
Box 102, Dept. A. Ridgefield, NJ 07657.

•

MANHATTAN RHAPSODY by Carl Shapiro. Intriguing, award-winning 1985
novelette about romance and shady
ethics among musicians, composers and
arrangers in the Big Apple, with a heartpalpitating windup. Softcover, 100 pp.,
$6 ppd. Independent Publications, Box
102, Dept. A., Ridgefield, NJ 07657.

PERSONALS

Subscribe to the only
radical biweekly providing news by and for
people of color, women,
environmentalists, Third
World people, lesbians
and gay men. Local, regional, national and
international. $15/year.
PO Box 704, Madison, Wl 53701

•

TEACHERS-others: Travel Mexico,
Costa Rica cheaply. Free information:
EDUCATORS TRAVEL ADVISORY, P.O.
Box 5553, Montecito, CA 93150.

THE STATTERED DREAM by Alexander
Szurek. Translated from the Polish. Primary historical material about Eastern Europe, its leaders and the Spanish Civil War
(Hemingway's Spain). 389 pp. Hardcover
only. $30 ppd. Grunblatt, P.O. Box 25,
North Creek, NY 12853-0025.

•

TRAVEL

JET TO EUROPE! $160 from the East
Coast, $269 from West Coast, ($229 elsewhere-provided seats are available).
AIRHITCH®, (212) 864-2000.

•

HEALTH & FITNESS

•

LO-IMPACT AEROBICS at Sylvia's Super
Saturday/Sweet Saturday Fitness Classes starting May 11 at Puezh Studios on
Broadway. Veteran teacher with African
dance background. Call now to register.
Sylvia Ewing, (312) 478-3549.

•

MENTAL ILLNESS DRUGS cause permanent neurological damage. Psychiatry
and the pharmaceutical industry do not
want you to know about Tardive Dyskinesia and Tardive Dystonia, a public
health crisis that affects over 11/2 million
people. Please write: Ira Gruber, Tardive
Dyskinsia Association, 1206 E. Pike St.,
Seattle, WA 98122.

NATIONWIDE SINGLES PHOTO MAGAZINE. Send name, address, age. Send no
money. Exchange, 1817 Welton, #1580BA, Denver, CO 80202.
SINGLES SHARING VALUES on peace,
ecology, spirituality and personal growth
connect AT THE GATE. Free details. Box
09506-ITT, Columbus, OH 43209.

JEWISH CURRENTS
May 1991 Issue
"Revitalizing Israeli-Palestinian Peace Process,"
editorial; "Palestine 1939," Abbie Lipschutz;
"Arab-American Poetry," Adam B. Schonbrun;
"Jewish Liberation Theology," Annette T.
Rubinstein; "Sholem Aleichem's Last Years,"
B.Z. Goldberg.

CONCERNED SINGLES NEWSLETTER
links compatible, socially conscious
singles who care about peace, justice,
racial equity, and the environment.
National and international membership.
All ages. Since 1984. Free sample:
Box 555-T, Stockbrldge, MA 01262.

Single issue: $2 plus 65£ postage.
Subscription: $20 yearly (USA).

This publication is available
in microform from University
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By Joel Schechter

I asked a friend of mine in Greenpeace if she thought it
would be ecologically correct to execute Saddam Hussein.
Alice replied that, as far as she knew, death by "natural
causes" did not include execution or any form of capifai
punishment. "Why do you ask?" she wondered.
"Connecticut's senator, Joseph Lieberman, recently retumed from Kuwait and said Hussein should to "er.ler^d
to death for his 'crimes against the environment.11 wondered
how an environmentalist would react to his judgment."
"I can't speak for anyone else in Greenpeace," sau i
"but if you ask me, Lieberman is gemr^-fftJWRjSrollslegal
precedent. It could be the beginning of an international call
for ecological justice."
"Would that be so dangerous?" I asked.

.
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"It wouldn't be dangerous to you or me," answered Alice.
" But the president of General Motors should worry. If Saddam
is condemned for irresponsibly burning oil what will Lieberman say about automobile manufacturers whose products
also darken the sky with oil emissions?"
"Surely you're not comparing General Motors to Saddam
Hussein7"
"Have you ever been on the L.A. freeway during rush hour
in the middle of June?" asked Alice. Tor that matter, have
you ever tried to breathe in New Haven near the 0 Bridge?
If Sen. Lieberman wants to prosecute air polluters, he can
find a few in his own city, hidden somewhere in the highway
smog."
I began to understand what Alice meant by "ecological
justice." The same standards would result in the arrest of
incinerator operators who produce toxic ash around the state.
They don't deserve death sentences yet, but a few weeks
of compulsory community gardening might be in order.
Alice added, "Maybe a few nuclear-weapons manufacturers would benefit from 'preventive detention,1 too. Only until
they promise not to destroy the ecosphere, of course."
"And don't forget the individuals who made Saddam Hussein the environmental criminal he is today," she continued.
"Those executives who supplied him with arms and chemicals to wage war and raised no objection to his militarism
before last August. A few prominent Americans fall into that
category."
'You wouldn't sentence them to death, too, would you?" I
asked Alice.
"Not unless Sen. Lieberman approved. But I would enjoy
hearing the president of General Motors called the Saddam
Hussein of the Midwest.' I think that would be ecologically
correct."
•
Joel Schechter teaches at the Yale School of Drama and edits
the satirical newsletter Immodest Proposals.
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